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Abstract: Additive manufacturing (AM) technologies provide significant design freedom, which is
highly desirable in today’s fast-paced product design processes. However, most of the parametric
CAD software tools used today do not fully utilize this potential for freedom of form and design. De-
sign mechanisms, such as topology optimization (TO), generative design (GD), and lattice structures,
are available on the market to help designers minimize weight and material cost while maximizing
the stiffness and flexibility of planned designs. This paper proposes a benchmarking approach for
designers and engineers to select a suitable software tool for lattice structure generation for their
specific applications. The approach includes preselecting software tools based on a weighted point
evaluation of seven significant criteria. The tools are then evaluated based on key metrics such as
computing time and file size of exported structures, as well as the following six distinctive attributes:
usability, reliability, availability, performance, support, and cost. The evaluation process considers a
total of 32 defined features. The investigation produced clear recommendations regarding overall
performance, reliability, and user experience. The findings indicate that the option of a compre-
hensive support offering, as well as the initial and operational costs, are significant drivers in the
decision-making process.

Keywords: additive manufacturing (AM); topology optimization (TO); generative design (GD); lattice
structures; cellular structures; base cells; CAD; design for AM

1. Introduction

Additive manufacturing (AM) technologies are leading many different industries to
rethink traditional production possibilities and enable even small batches to be manufac-
tured in a cost- and material-efficient manner. Compared with traditional manufacturing
processes such as machining, the use of fewer primary materials, thereby being more
resource-efficient, as well as the elimination of chips and harmful process additives, such as
cutting fluids—a major source of hazardous production waste threatening terrestrial, atmo-
spheric, and aquatic systems—makes AM a state-of-the-art manufacturing solution com-
patible with future goals such as sustainability and increased environmental protection [1].
The evolution of various AM processes has both disruptive and industry–evolutionary
implications [2–4]. With the help of AM, fundamental changes in society in the areas of
consumer behavior, industrial manufacturing, and education can be triggered. AM has
implications for society both in terms of industry and in terms of the manufacturing of
components by so-called “makers” in their own home spaces [3]. In the industry sector,
on the one hand, employees at all levels of the supply chain must be retrained. On the
other hand, because of the high level of automation and the continuous digital process
chain, many manual, labor-intensive jobs will be lost. This effect can be compensated
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for by highly qualified training, which is required for new jobs in the AM industry [5].
However, because of patent restrictions on many AM processes, the actual impact on the
manufacturing industry as well as on society as a whole cannot (yet) be estimated at this
point in time [2].

The rapid development of new, innovative, and alternative manufacturing meth-
ods, which have made great strides in recent years, particularly in the area of additive
manufacturing, has likewise opened up new possibilities for component design and part
construction [6,7]. The continuously growing variety of materials [8–10] and the ability to
rapidly manufacture geometries and designs that cannot be produced conventionally make
it possible to integrate new design structures into part volumes to be manufactured.

Similar to truss constructions in the building industry, which use wood or steel, in order
to achieve the desired product properties in additive manufacturing, lattice and support
structures are used [11,12]. Lattice structures are an important tool for providing larger,
normally massive volumes with a certain porosity in order to save weight while maintaining
the same load-bearing capacity [13,14]. These make it possible to manufacture free-hanging,
thin, or heavily protruding features with the least possible additional material input. These
structures, usually built from strut-based lattices, are added to the given part manually by
the user or automatically by the corresponding software program during part preparation.
This support method, which allows for the most stable and warp-free manufacturing possible,
is often used in Powder Bed Fusion (PBF) of metals (e.g., Selective Laser Melting—SLM,
Direct Laser Metal Sintering—DLMS, Electron Beam Melting—EBM, etc.) [15–19] and Vat
Photopolymerisation (VPP, e.g., Stereolithography—SLA, Digital Light Processing—DLP, etc.).
Similar is the case of the filling of bodies with larger volumes, or the connection of two separate
walls. It is possible to determine the degree of filling of the volume in order to save
manufacturing time, material, and weight. Generated lattice structures can either be
uniform, with identical cubic geometries, regardless of the imported body’s shape (constant,
non-conformal, and strut-based) [20,21], or gradient cubic-based structures that adjust the
distance between vertices or the thickness of connecting struts to more closely conform
to the original model’s shape, thereby allowing for local density variations (conformal or
gradient lattice structures) [22–27].

Cell structures are an attractive option for many design applications, especially for
lightweight applications, because of the high specific strength and stiffness offered by
their porous structure [28–31]. Figure 1 shows the most commonly studied strut-based
cell topologies. Lattice structures, consisting of innumerable unit cells, can vary in strut
thickness, unit cell size, and unit cell shape. The cell propagation can also be constant or
gradient (Figure 2) and their geometry load matched [25,32,33].
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nents, and entire products is continuously expanding, particularly in highly technolo-
gized sectors [37–39]. 

New ways of thinking and approaches can help to simplify and partly automate what 
can be very complicated and lengthy implementations, thus opening up access to new 
technologies and concepts to a wider range of potential users [40–42]. 

Beyond aerospace, the medical sector represents a potentially very large area of ap-
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tients and their quality of life, especially in the field of prostheses, insoles, and splints 
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Figure 1. Different types of strut-based base cells most commonly used in lattice structure design,
(a) centered cubic (CC), (b) body-centered cubic (BCC), (c) simple cubic body-centered cubic (SCBCC),
(d) centered body-centered cubic (CBCC), (e) Iso truss, (f) body-centered cubic with Z-struts (BCCZ),
(g) simple face-centered cubic (S-FCC), (h) simple face- and body-centered cubic (S-FBCC), (i) simple
face-centered cubic with Z-struts (S-FCCZ), (j) face-centered cubic (FCC), (k) face- and body-centered
cubic (FBCC), (l) octet truss based on [32,34–36].
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By finely tuning these specific parameters, lattice structures can produce unique
mechanical, electrical, thermal, and acoustic properties and have thus garnered signifi-
cant research interest. Consequently, the application range of these structures in parts,
components, and entire products is continuously expanding, particularly in highly technol-
ogized sectors [37–39].

New ways of thinking and approaches can help to simplify and partly automate what
can be very complicated and lengthy implementations, thus opening up access to new
technologies and concepts to a wider range of potential users [40–42].

Beyond aerospace, the medical sector represents a potentially very large area of appli-
cation for lattice structures, owing to their customization capabilities. Medical products that
can be easily and quickly customized and adapted offer a decisive advantage for patients
and their quality of life, especially in the field of prostheses, insoles, and splints [11,43,44].

Although TO and GD are becoming increasingly common in CAD, creating lattices
remains a complex process and is not often implemented in currently available tools. This
contribution aims to help designers and engineers choose the right software tool for the
implementation of lattice structures into their designs. For this purpose, a number of
software tools were first preselected from a variety of different developers on the market.
These were then refined to a shortlist through a rigorous weighted point evaluation process
(Table 1). After the evaluation process, five representative software tools were selected and
analyzed with the help of two example geometries of varying complexity, and data such as
computing time, export time, and file size were analyzed and compared. Additionally, com-
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prehensive key attributes such as usability, reliability, availability, performance, support,
and cost, consisting of a total of 32 features, were considered for an overall benchmarking
of the selected software applications.

Table 1. Shortlist of CAD software tools for lattice structure generation.

Software Lattice
Toolbox

Repair
Functionality

AM Process
Integration Visualization Materials

Database
Meshing

Tools

Additional
Tools

Available
∑

Weight 25% 10% 20% 10% 10% 10% 15% 100%
Altair® InpireTM 2022.3 5 5 9 3 8 5 9 6.5

Altair® Sulis™ 1.12 8 5 5 5 1 5 5 5.35
Autodesk® Fusion 360 2.0.18220 5 3 3 5 8 6 5 4.8

Carbon® Design Studio Pro 8 8 10 8 5 8 5 7.65
Materialise Magics 27 3 10 10 2 1 4 3 4.9
nTopology nTop 4.19.2 10 10 10 7 8 10 10 9.5

Rhino 7/Grasshopper® SR36 8 8 5 10 5 10 10 7.8
SolidWorks 2023 SP 2.1 1 5 3 9 6 6 5 4.2

2. Materials and Methods

To narrow down the selection of suitable software for the design of lattice structures,
the first eight different CAD systems were short-listed. The reason for the selection of these
software tools was, on the one hand, their already proven use in the field of AM at the
university of applied sciences and, on the other hand, the short-term availability on the
market due to trial versions for research for students as well as faculty. In terms of origin,
all except one software tool is being developed in the USA. Considering functionality,
most of the short-listed software tools offer an integrated module for the generation of
lattice structures, although more stand-alone solutions are entering the market. For the
eight CAD systems, seven different significant criteria including lattice toolbox functionality,
repair functionality, AM process integration, visualization and rendering options, materials
database, meshing tools, and additional tools available were defined in order to be able to
preselect five CAD systems by means of a weighted point evaluation.

The distributed point values ranged from 1 (very poor) to 10 (very good) and were
assigned to the respective properties of the CAD software tools. All assigned point values
were weighted and summed up to identify the most suitable software tools taken into
consideration in the next phase of this research project. The weight of each criterion was
determined based on its significance. The importance of a well-designed lattice toolbox was
considered a key factor and was therefore given a weight of 25%. Similarly, the integration
of the respective CAD data output into the AM process chain was given a weight of 20%.
This includes the integration of standardized output file types such as STL, AMF, or 3MF, as
well as integration into the next process step, such as slicing or support structure generation.
The significance of additional tools such as FEA, GD, or TO in the development process of
the lattice structures was given a weight of 15%. The remaining criteria were each given a
weight of 10% as they were considered less significant.

The evaluation showed that five software tools including Rhino7 [45]/Grasshopper® [46],
nTopology nTop [47], Altair® SulisTM [48], Altair® InpireTM [49], and Carbon® Design
Engine Pro [50] yielded more than half of the ten points possible and were therefore
preselected for the benchmarking in this paper.

To further test the capabilities of the preselected software tools, two example geome-
tries were devised. The first geometry represents a fundamental machine element: a helical
gear. The proposed model consists of three parts including (1) the outer solid volume
with a helically toothed surface, (2) the inner volume with a center bore and keyway, and
(3) the design space in between (see Figure 3). The purpose of this model is to test the
intersection between multiple solid volumes and a generated lattice structure. The design
space is a hollow cylindrical shape, chosen to further test the software tools’ capabilities
in creating a periodic cubic strut-based lattice structure and its overlap with the curved
solid volumes. Often, these sections pose challenges for tools to perform clean Boolean and
trimming operations.
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Figure 3. Proposed model of a helical gear consisting of three individual geometries.

The second geometry is of a more complex character, featuring freeform surfaces and
thin-walled structures. This model of a road bike seat, the “specialized power saddle” by
Max Morozov, was downloaded from the GrabCAD Community homepage and used as a
reference geometry for use with all the preselected software tools [51]. The original design
was modified to limit the use of lattice structures in a given design space, sandwiched
between an outer and an inner solid volume (Figure 4). The inner volume incorporates a
cutout to help relieve stress and pressure onto the pelvic floor during riding. The purpose
of selecting this type of model was to evaluate the capabilities of the preselected software
tools in performing complex lattice operations such as progressivity (constant or gradient)
and conformity (conformal or non-conformal). When using non-conformal constant lattice
structures, the algorithms face an additional challenge because of the presence of freeform
surfaces during Boolean or trimming operations.
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Figure 4. Modified CAD model of the bike seat, based on [51].

The outer and inner volumes help to protect the otherwise open ends of the lattice
structure and add rigidity to the overall design. The software tools’ capabilities were tested
by evaluating these two geometries. If the respective tools were able to generate these
geometries, there should be no obstacle to using more complex ones in the future.

In order to sample the chosen software tools and present a comprehensive benchmark
of the respective capabilities, computing times and file sizes for specified lattice struc-
ture types and sizes were evaluated. The following hardware was used to compute the
calculation times and resulting file sizes:

• Processor: Intel® Core™ i9-9880H CPU @ 2.30 GHz.
• RAM: 32.0 GB (31.7 GB usable).
• Graphics: Nvidia Quadro T2000, 5 GB RAM @ 1575 MHz.
• HDD: Intel SSD 1 TB.

To measure the calculation times, a digital stopwatch was used. The measured times
were defined from the start of the computation until the end of the computation and the
following display of a graphical representation on the screen. In order to compare the
calculation times and file sizes in the different software tools, the following lattice structure
modalities were used for the helical gear:

• Unit Cell Type: BCC (body-centered cubic) and FCC (face-centered cubic).
• Unit cell dimensions: 8 × 8 × 8 mm.
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• Strut thickness: 1 mm.
• Lattice dimensions: 7 × 7 × 2 (X/Y/Z).

For the bike seat, the following lattice structure modalities were used:

• Unit Cell Type: BCC (body-centered cubic) and FCC (face-centered cubic).
• Unit cell dimensions: 8 × 8 × 8 mm.
• Strut thickness: 1 mm.
• Lattice dimensions: 13 × 23 × 4 (X/Y/Z).

The base cell topologies BCC and FCC are not available in Carbon®’s Design Engine
Pro. Therefore, tetrahedral as well as icosahedral lattice topologies were investigated and
evaluated. All exported geometries except the bike seat in SULIS were saved as binary
STL-Files with a geometric resolution of 0.1 mm.

3. Results

The subsequent sections describe the procedures for designing lattice structures for
the two proposed example geometries using the respective software tools. Representative
parameters like cell and lattice dimensions, computing time as well as corresponding file
sizes were determined and compared to one another. In addition to the procedures and
specifications, further functionalities as well as limitations of the respective software tools
for the generation of lattice structures are discussed.

3.1. Rhino 7/Grasshopper®

Rhino 7 is a 3D CAD program focused on the creation of 3D freeform models based on
NURBS-curves, NURBS-surfaces subdivision surfaces (SubD), point clouds, and polygon
meshes. With the help of the Grasshopper® plugin, which is available in the basic scope
of functions of Rhino 7, it is possible to develop models by combining different sets of
function blocks. These different parametrized function blocks, each having a certain
function on the geometry of the model, can be linked together to generate algorithms based
on mathematical functions and expressions. Grasshopper® enables the user to fully use the
potential of modern AM technologies in terms of manufacturability such as lattice structure,
selective Voronoi tessellation, and many more [29,31,37,38,52–55]. The student version of
Rhino 7 and Grasshopper® was used to visually program fully parameterizable algorithms
to model base cells and simple geometry to help with the processes as well as to import
models from SolidWorks®, which was used to both model and prepare CAD data from
both the helical gear as well as the bike seat.

The overall algorithm for the lattice formulation within the design space of the helical
gear consists of the four subroutines including base geometry, BCC cell structure, density
calculation, and output (Figure 5).

The base geometry (Figure 5a) consists of a domain box that is fully parametrically
adjustable via number sliders. In this case, an edge length of 8 mm in all principal directions
was chosen. The box was dismantled into faces, edges, and vertices via the DeBrep
command. With the help of the resulting vertices, line connections in the shape of a BCC
base cell were formulated and a pipe-shaped volume was applied in the BCC cell structure
subroutine (Figure 5b).

The resulting shape was intersected with the original domain box to cut away excess
material on the outside of the base cell. Figure 6 exemplarily illustrates the formulation
process using a SCBCC base cell. It is crucial that the solid intersection with the original
domain box takes place in order to be able to repeat the base cells in all three principal
directions of a given volume or design space. Otherwise, the connection between the base
cells would be zero. The density calculation subroutine (Figure 5c) enables the user to
choose the desired relative density value of a given base cell. In this case, 25% density was
chosen, and the subroutine calculated the matching strut radius of the BCC base cell with
the help of the Galapagos genetic solver accordingly.
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Figure 5. Grasshopper® algorithms, (a) cubic base geometry, (b) BCC Base Cell formulation by
connecting defined vertices and adding round cross sections as well as volumes, (c) Genome-based
density calculation to 25% density of base cell geometry with strut radius as controlled value, and
(d) output of the lattice structure array with Boolean operation solid union.
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In the fourth subroutine—output (Figure 5d)—the output of the subroutine BCC cell
structure was used to formulate the needed lattice structure with respect to the given
design space. The actual size of the lattice structure was set with the help of the number
sliders—in this case, a 7 × 7 × 2 lattice structure was formulated (Figure 7b). After a
series of geometry inputs and Boolean operations (Figure 7c,d), the resulting gear can be
examined in Figure 7e. The calculations of the BCC as well as FCC lattice-filled helical gear
are shown in Table 2.
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Figure 7. BCC simple lattice structure generation for parts of a gear’s solid domain: (a) 8 × 8 × 8 mm BCC
base cell, (b) 7 × 7 × 2 lattice structure, (c) lattice structure after inner cutout, (d) lattice structure after
solid intersection with BRep_design_space, (e) finished gear after solid intersection of BRep_Gear
with lattice structure BRep_design_space, and (f) manufactured gear using LPBF.

Table 2. BCC and FCC lattice generation values of the helical gear in Rhino7/Grasshopper®.

Criteria BCC FCC Relative Change

Lattice processing time 33.6 s 2 min 06 s 275%
Resolution 0.1 mm 0.1 mm
Export time 1.2 s 7.8 s 550%

File size 11.8 MB 14.7 MB 24.6%

The basic functionality of the program was used to define a 13 × 23 × 4 non-conformal
lattice structure based on an 8 × 8 × 8 mm BCC, as well as an FCC base cell. In Figure 8a,
left, the resulting model with BCC cell topology can be observed after a series of Boolean
operations, including the design space as well as the inner and outer solid structures,
were performed.

Another approach had to be used to formulate a conformal lattice structure inside the
given design space or between two sets of surfaces when using the plugin Crystallon [56]
(Figure 8a, right). The plugin is only able to formulate lattice structures between two non-
trimmed surfaces. When using a BRep—the design space of the bike seat—as boundary
volume, the Deconstruct BRep command only yields trimmed surfaces. It is not possible to
convert trimmed surfaces to non-trimmed surfaces easily; thus, a detour through additional
functionality was taken. The top surface of the bike seat’s design space was extracted
from the BRep and formulated as quadratic mesh, as can be seen in Figure 8b, right. In
order to enable the formulation of a lattice structure using quadratic meshes, two identical
surfaces were required. The previously extracted top surface was copied and moved by
a thickness value of 15 mm, and voxels between the two resulting surfaces were created
with Crystallon’s MBM command and filled (CLF command) with a BCC unit cell (CT
command). The resulting lattice was thickened with the Pipe command with a diameter of
1 mm (Figure 8a, right). Table 3 shows the calculated as well as the measured values for
both the BCC and FCC lattice structures of the bike seat. These were the longest processing
times among all the software tools investigated.
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Figure 8. Different types of tessellations of the bike seat’s design space: (a) non-conformal BCC
lattice structure (left) and conformal tessellation with quadratic lattice structure (right) and (b) mesh
representation of the upper bike saddle surface (left) and quadratic mesh (right).

Table 3. BCC and FCC lattice generation values of the bike seat in Rhino7/Grasshopper®.

Criteria BCC FCC Relative Change

Lattice processing time 21 min 48 s 25 min 33 s 17.2%
Resolution 0.1 mm 0.1 mm
Export time 17.59 s 21.45 s 21.9%

File size 33.1 MB 39.5 MB 19.3%

Additional capabilities

• A large collection of plugins for Grasshopper® is available.
• Many different possibilities to achieve the desired outcome (formulation of tailored

algorithms).

Limitations

• Long computing times.
• Often, all hardware resources (RAM) were used, resulting in program crashes.
• No automated solutions for lattice structure generation are available. Tailored algo-

rithms must be formulated.

Discussion
While Rhino 7 used in conjunction with Grasshopper® produced unexpected results

with the formulated algorithms, the limitations of the programs stem from the open-
source nature of the software, which offers a broad spectrum of design and calculation
applications. The formulated algorithms with or without the Crystallon plugin are not
suitable for complex and demanding AM applications when using lattice structure design.
This is also evident when comparing the calculation times, which were the longest for the
bike seat among all the investigated software tools.

3.2. nTop

The lattice structure module of the nTop design software is used to either build strut-
based or surface-based base cells on a rectangular, cylindrical, spherical, or chosen periodic
pattern [57–60]. The program also offers functionality to build conformal lattice structures
from a surface mesh or a volume mesh. Apart from the possibility of forming constant
lattice structures, nTop offers the option to implement stochastic structures such as 2D
and 3D Voronoi lattices as well as branched-, Delaunay-, and Orthofoam-Lattices. nTop is
therefore seen as an engineering design software specifically developed to aid in the design
and optimization process of products for AM. The software is developed by nTopolgy Inc.
in New York City. Unlike proven CAD tools that are used in the industry today, which
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use B-Reps and NURBS to represent a specific design, this software is based on the use of
implicit model representations, which is advantageous with respect to increased computing
speed, scalability, reliability, and control [61]. Nonetheless, the software tool offers all
possible interfaces to import CAD and other representations of geometry such as meshes,
voxels, and point clouds.

The formulation of the lattice structure in nTop is similar with respect to model
treatment, although the handling inside the tool is very different from the other investigated
software tools. The outer and inner volumes of the helical gear (Figure 9) were considered
as solids, and the design space in between was populated with the previously defined
lattice characteristics.
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Figure 9. Workflow for the helical gear in nTop: (a) design space and solid volumes and (b) generated
lattice structure.

The overall process within nTop, although intuitive, requires additional time to man-
age correctly. The formulation of the lattice structure was achieved without complications.
Because of the fact that nTop works with implicit body representations, calculation times
are often longer compared with other software tools. The computing time of the BCC lattice
structure required 2 min and 41 s, whereas the calculation of the FCC lattice required 3 min
and 22.1 s, both of which were the longest of all the investigated software tools (see Table 4).
The building of the “implicit body view” for the lattice representation was broken down
into the following steps: outer solid, design space, inner solid, full body, and implicit body.

Table 4. BCC and FCC lattice generation calculation times of the helical gear in nTop.

Criteria BCC FCC Relative Change

Outer solid 20.83 s 16.4 s 27.0%
Design space 14.04 s 13.4 s 4.8%

Inner solid 13.99 s 18.3 s 30.8%
Full body 46.05 s 1 min 2 s 34.6%

Implicit body 1 min 6 s 1 min 32 s 39.4%
Total 2 min 41 s 3 min 22.1 s 25.5%

In order to export the generated lattice structure into the desired STL-File, the formu-
lated implicit body had to be converted into a mesh. For the BCC lattice, this additional
operation took a further 3 min 44.41 s. After the conversion, the mesh was finally exported
as binary STL, which took 30.53 s, adding to a grand total of 4 min 14.95 s of export time
for the helical gear with the BCC lattice structure (see Table 5).

The same approach was used to formulate the lattice structures within the design
space of the bike seat (Figure 10).
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Table 5. BCC and FCC lattice generation values of the helical gear in nTop.

Criteria BCC FCC Relative Change

Lattice processing time 2 min 40.9 s 3 min 22.1 s 25.6%
Resolution 0.1 mm 0.1 mm
Export time 4 min 14.95 s 6 min 59 s 64.3%

File size 1382 MB 1350 MB 2.4%
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The computing times for the lattice structures of the bike seat were 8 min and 41.15 s for
the BCC lattice structure and 8 min and 57 s for the FCC lattice structure. These times were
among the longest of all the investigated software tools, except for Rhino/Grasshopper®

(refer to Table 6). The building of the “implicit body view” for the lattice representation
was broken down into the following steps: outer solid, full body, and implicit body.

Table 6. BCC and FCC lattice generation calculation times of the bike seat in nTop.

Criteria BCC FCC Relative Change

Outer solid 1 min 27.3 s 1 min 42 s 16.8%
Full body 3 min 29.1 s 3 min 40 s 5.2%

Implicit body 3 min 44.8 s 3 min 35 s 4.6%
Total 8 min 41.2 s 8 min 57 s 3.0%

The meshing operation failed after a total calculation time of 10 h. Unfortunately, no
valid solution was calculated and, therefore, no mesh and no subsequent STL-File was
generated or exported for either the BCC or FCC lattice structures (see Table 7).

Table 7. BCC and FCC lattice generation values of the bike seat in nTop.

Criteria BCC FCC Relative Change

Lattice processing time 8 min 41.15 s 8 min 59.1 s 3.4%
Resolution 0.1 mm 0.1 mm
Export time failed failed

File size failed failed

Additional capabilities

• Topology optimization implemented.
• Generative design implemented.
• Finite element analysis implemented.
• Field-driven design implemented.
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• Thermal simulation implemented.
• Buckling analysis implemented.
• Modal analysis of lattice structures implemented.

Limitations

• Very long calculation times.
• Extensive program with many settings options.

Discussion
The program’s functionality is highly regarded in the market. When given the correct

input, the software produces functional and visually appealing results. The different
approach using building blocks that contain certain design features and functionality,
which are stacked on top of each other, however, makes it challenging for beginners
to become familiar with the program. The calculation times were significantly higher
compared with the other software tools such as Altair® SulisTM and Carbon® Design
Studio Pro. Furthermore, the failed calculation of a more sophisticated geometry raises
questions regarding the program’s reliability.

3.3. Altair® SulisTM

Altair® SulisTM is a design software for AM that is designed to create complex lattice
structures as well as fluid channels. Altair Sulis offers integrated manufacturability analyses
and compensation tools to reduce the risk of costly manufacturing errors. Currently, Altair®

Sulis™ is a standalone program, but it will be integrated into the Altair Inspire software in
the future. The program can be used to create simple geometries like cuboids and cylinders
or modify imported geometries, such as creating a wall or mirroring. Altair® SulisTM

provides 17 tools under the Lattice tab, which can be divided into three groups as follows:
surface lattices (such as TPMS or shell lattice structures), strut lattices, and planar lattices.

The program is intuitive, and only a few steps are required to fill a geometry with
lattice structures. Individual areas can be separated from the rest of the model and defined
as a solid. The area to be populated can then be filled using a variety of tools. These include
surface-based, strut-based, and planar lattice structures. Within each subset, a number
of different unit cell designs can be selected, and parameters such as cell size and strut
thickness can be set. Altair® SulisTM allows the user to import a variety of file formats.
However, the easiest way is to import STL representations of a model. Although the user
can manually select areas of interest in the imported model, a more practical approach is
to separate the solid model areas from the design space that the lattice will later fill. The
example geometry “helical gear” was prepared in SolidWorks® beforehand to obtain the
outer and inner solids as well as the design space in between (see Figure 3). Geometries
were set in SulisTM accordingly. The inner and outer volumes were defined as solids,
and the inner design space was defined with the exact same settings as in Grasshopper®

and nTop.
After the formulation of all parameters, the lattice generation was started, and the

results shown in Table 8 were computed as well as measured.

Table 8. BCC and FCC lattice generation values of the helical gear in Altair® Sulis™.

Criteria BCC FCC Relative Change

Lattice processing time 1 min 37 s 1 min 45 s 8.2%
Resolution 0.1 mm 0.1 mm
Export time 1 min 11 s 51 s 19.6%

File size 413 MB 436 MB 5.6%

Figure 11 displays the workflow of the helical gear in Sulis™ for the BCC base cell geometry.
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The imported seat geometry was processed in a similar manner (Figure 12), except for
the size of the lattice structure (13 × 23 × 4).
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Figure 12. Workflow for the bike seat in SulisTM: (a) solid areas of the model, (b) design space, and
(c) generated lattice structure.

The computed as well as the measured results are shown in Table 9. To decrease
calculation times for the bike seat, the resolution was reduced from 0.1 mm to 0.5 mm.
This change was made because the calculation times for the lattice structures with 0.1 mm
resolution would be 20 times longer than those with 0.5 mm resolution.

Table 9. BCC and FCC lattice generation values of the bike seat in Altair® Sulis™.

Criteria BCC FCC Relative Change

Lattice processing time 1 min 6 s 1 min 22 s 24.2%
Resolution 0.5 mm 0.5 mm
Export time 7.5 s 8.2 s 9.3%

File size 56.1 MB 60 MB 7%

Additional capabilities

• Fluid channel design with real-time feedback.
• Self-supporting fluid channels.
• Simple design of offset walls and lattice infill.
• Gradient cell sizing and gradient density across multiple axes.
• Conformal geometry is possible.

Limitations

• No FEA toolbox.
• The operation of the program is not clear at once.
• No frequent updates (latest version: 1.12, Release Date: 1 December 2022).
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Discussion
Overall, SulisTM is a reliable tool for generating lattice structures on geometry. Once

the workflow of importing geometry and assigning solids and design spaces is understood,
the process becomes straightforward. It is important to note that increasing the resolution by
a factor of 5 can significantly increase calculation times and file sizes. There is a discussion
about whether SulisTM should be integrated into Inspire to combine the two functionalities
for lattice structure design into one more powerful software tool. It is possible that the
software tool may not be available in the future.

3.4. Altair® InspireTM

Altair® Inspire™ is a software suite that accelerates simulation-driven design through-
out the product development lifecycle, from concept to reality, while reducing product
time-to-market. InspireTM enables the creation of designs focused on both performance
and manufacturability. It empowers users to develop and manufacture high-performance
products in a single, intuitive environment. Inspire offers various design features to help
users shift their focus from traditional CAD modeling to AM-oriented parts and prod-
uct development. These include topology and structure optimization tools, as well as
lattice structure filling for geometry. InspireTM also provides motion simulation, FEA, and
frequency analysis and provides pre-processing and simulation tools, as well as compensa-
tion for metal additive manufacturing processes, to facilitate a seamless transition to AM
technologies.

The formulation of the lattice fill process was similar to the other investigated software
tools (Figure 13). The outer and inner volumes of the helical gear were considered solid,
whereas the design space was populated with a lattice.
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To export the finished helical gear, the outer and inner solid volumes were combined
with the generated lattice structure using a Boolean unify command. The geometry can
be saved as binary STL through the context menu of InpireTM. The computed as well as
measured values can be seen in Table 10.

Table 10. BCC and FCC lattice generation values of the helical gear in Altair® Inspire™.

Criteria BCC FCC Relative Change

Lattice processing time 1.2 s 1.2 0%
Boolean unify time 5.5 s 16.1 s 192.7%

Resolution no information no information
Export time 3.6 s 4.7 s 30.6%

File size 28.5 MB 120 MB 321.1%
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The same approach was used to populate the design space of the bike seat (Figure 14).
However similar limitations occurred concerning the exact dimension of the formulated
BCC and FCC lattice structures. No information on the dimensions of the lattices was given
by the program.
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The computed as well as measured values can be observed in Table 11.

Table 11. BCC and FCC lattice generation values of the bike seat in Altair® Inspire™.

Criteria BCC FCC Relative Change

Unit cell dimensions 5.5 × 5.5 × 5.5 mm 5.5 × 5.5 × 5.5 mm
Strut thickness 1 mm 1 mm

Lattice dimension no information no information
Lattice processing time 19.8 s 53 s 167.7%

Boolean unify time 1 min 18 s 3 min 31 s 170.5%
Resolution no information no information
Export time 21.1 s 51 s 141.7%

File size 464 MB 1140 MB 145.7%

Additional capabilities

• Topology optimization implemented.
• A materials database is available (primarily common materials for AM of metals).
• Finite element analysis integrated.
• Computational fluid dynamics implemented.
• Frequency analysis implemented.
• Motion simulation implemented.
• Manufacturing constraints are given automatically.
• Poly-NURBS fit for AM.

Limitations

• Only one layer of the lattice structure near the top surface of the design space was created.
• No information concerning the size of the lattice structure was provided by the

program.
• Only strut-based lattice structures are available.
• The materials database is predominantly for metal applications—only two polymer

materials (ABS and PA).
• Process integration for AM solely for SLM- and Binder–Sinter processes.

Discussion
Altair® InspireTM is a software tool designed for AM applications. It optimizes

parts in terms of motion, mechanical loads, and natural frequency, taking into account
the surrounding parts of an assembly or mechanical subsystem. However, it is limited
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to simple strut-based lattice structures where both cell size and strut thickness can be
adjusted. Furthermore, the orientation and angular alignment of lattice generation cannot
be easily manipulated. While populating the design space of the helical gear geometry was
straightforward, it was not possible to do the same for the bike seat with an 8 × 8 × 8 mm
base cell. This limitation hindered the comparability of the design approach with the rest
of the software tools investigated. Furthermore, it is evident that the file size of the helical
gear increased fourfold when transitioning from a basic BCC cell to an FCC cell topology.
Similarly, the file size of the bike seat increased by a factor of 2.4.

3.5. Carbon® Design Studio Pro

The program Design Studio Pro is proprietary software to help designers and engineers
construct lattice structures with respect to the available AM machines as well as resins
developed by Carbon® Inc. Unlike all the previously examined programs, this application
runs directly in the browser, which is an advantage with respect to usability. All geometries,
however, must be uploaded into the browser to produce the desired lattice structure design.
Upon upload, the geometry can only be filled with a small number of different types of
lattices such as icosahedral, Kagome, rhombic, tetrahedral, and Voronoi.

The operation of the program is intuitive, and all necessary commands to form a
lattice structure are clearly presented in an uncluttered workspace. The import of the
geometry was performed in the form of STEP files. It is important to point out that
the geometry of the helical gear was divided into the outer solid, the inner solid, and
the design space in between (as described in Section 2). However, Design Studio Pro
merged the three geometries into one single geometry upon import. Therefore, all three
bodies had to be imported separately in order to fill only the design space with lattice
structures (Figure 15a). As mentioned, before it was not possible to choose the lattice type
in accordance with the previously defined BCC lattice type. Therefore, the tetrahedral and
icosahedral lattice topologies with 8 × 8 × 8 mm cell size and 1 mm strut thickness were
chosen (see Table 12). After the lattice generation, two additional operations, including
solidify lattice and combine, had to be performed to generate unified meshes.
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Table 12. Tetrahedral and icosahedral lattice generation calculation times of the helical gear in Design
Engine Pro.

Criteria Icosahedral Tetrahedral Relative Change

Lattice processing time 17.4 s 20.9 s 20.1%
Lattice solidifying time 19.8 s 21.35 s 7.8%
Lattice combine time 21.4 s 25 s 16.8%

Total 58.6 s 1 min 7.2 s 14.7%
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After the lattice generation, the model was exported as an STL-File, and the values are
presented in Table 13.

Table 13. Tetrahedral and icosahedral lattice generation values of the helical gear in Design Engine Pro.

Criteria Tetrahedral Icosahedral Relative Change

Resolution no information no information
Export time 10.7 s 12.6 s 17.8%

File size 8.2 MB 15.7 MB 91.5%

The same approach was used to generate a lattice within the design space of the bike
seat, as seen in Figure 16. It is noticeable that in the narrow areas at the front of the seat,
where the design space touches the inner and outer solids, the software was unable to
generate a lattice. However, this is due to the fact that the cell dimensions were defined too
large to fit these specific areas of the seat.
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The computed as well as the measured results can be seen in Tables 14 and 15.

Table 14. Tetrahedral and icosahedral lattice generation calculation times of the bike seat in Design
Engine Pro.

Criteria Tetrahedral Icosahedral Relative Change

Lattice processing time 36.9 s 33.78 s 9.2%
Lattice solidifying time 1 min 19.6 s 21.04 s 278.3%
Lattice combine time 23.7 s 34.13 s 44.0%

Total 2 min 33 s 1 min 28.95 s 72.0%

Table 15. Tetrahedral and icosahedral lattice generation values of the bike seat in Design Engine Pro.

Criteria Tetrahedral Icosahedral Relative Change

Resolution no information no information
Export time 12.8 s 28.63 s 123.7%

File size 21.4 MB 50.6 MB 136.4%

Additional capabilities

• Basic shapes can be added to the uploaded geometry (cube, cylinder, sphere).
• Lattices can be populated uniformly or with point clouds (*.csv-files).
• Gradient lattices can be generated.
• Structures can be trimmed, and individual struts can be removed.
• Lattice performance can be analyzed (limited to Carbon’s resin materials).
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Limitations

• Design analysis is only possible with Carbon’s resin materials.
• A browser-based application that raises questions about data protection.

Discussion
Design Studio Pro is a very capable user-friendly software that is not overly compli-

cated to learn. Very good and appealing results are possible after just a few minutes of use.
Carbon Academy provides E-learning courses for easier entry into the software. The soft-
ware itself incorporates sample files for orientation as well as a simplified benchmarking
function for generated lattice structures. This function however is only limited to Carbon’s
generic AM materials.

3.6. Benchmarks

Benchmarking was conducted to enable users of the examined software tools to
compare their individual advantages and disadvantages. Interested users should have
prior experience in CAD. Basic knowledge of FEA simulation and AM is recommended. The
attributes of usability, reliability, availability, performance, support, and cost were identified
for this purpose. Each of these six attributes contains between two and seven features,
which are rated on a scale of 1 (very poor) to 10 (very good). The following sections
provide a detailed explanation of the features, some of which are rated on a binary scale of
either 1 or 10. At the end of the benchmarking process, the software tool’s final results are
compared and displayed graphically.

3.6.1. Usability

The usability attribute refers to the program’s general use from a user’s perspective.
The features are usually rated on a scale of 1 (very poor) to 10 (very good). The rating
for the “special training required” feature decreases as the amount of required training
increases. The same principle is applied when determining the previous experience that is
required for handling the program.

Table 16 shows that the usability of the investigated software tools ranges from 19 to
36 out of 50 points. The tools exhibit a wide range of usability, from not very intuitive work-
flows and complicated operations in Rhino/Grasshopper® or nTop to the very intuitive
workflow and easy operation in Design Engine Pro.

Table 16. Evaluation of the selected features for the usability benchmarking.

Feature Rhino7/Grasshopper® nTopology nTop Altair® Sulis Altair® InspireTM Carbon® Design
Engine Pro

Ease of use/intuitive use 2 3 7 5 9
Special training required 1 2 7 6 8

Previous experience required 3 5 6 6 5
Intuitive workflow 6 4 7 4 7

Learning curve 8 5 8 4 7
∑ 20 19 35 25 36

Total possible 50 50 50 50 50

3.6.2. Reliability

The importance of software tool reliability cannot be overstated. Any crashes or
long computing times can have a negative impact on the user experience and lead to the
conclusion that another software tool may be a better choice. Table 17 shows that SulisTM

and Design Engine Pro performed well in this category, showing no weaknesses when
tested with the sample geometry.

Rhino7/Grasshopper® software has limitations in terms of stability, particularly when
dealing with large computing loads, which can result in crashes or insufficient RAM.
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Table 17. Evaluation of the selected features for the reliability benchmarking.

Feature Rhino7/Grasshopper® nTopology nTop Altair® Sulis Altair® InspireTM Carbon® Design
Engine Pro

Stability of program 6 10 10 7 10
Handling of large, complex structures 6 5 10 10 10

∑ 12 15 20 17 20
Total possible 20 20 20 20 20

3.6.3. Availability

To effectively test and utilize a software tool, it is crucial to consider its availability.
The availability attribute in Table 18 is categorized into the following four stakeholders:
students, faculty, trial version, and classroom version, in order to cover a broad range of
applications. Apart from these stakeholders, all investigated software tools are widely
accessible through their respective developing companies or licensed vendors and distribu-
tors. The attribute “availability” comprises mostly binary features. For instance, a rating of
10 is assigned when a student version is available, and a rating of 1 is assigned when there is
no student version available. The “OS compatibility” feature has the following three levels:
a rating of 3.3 was assigned to software that is available for only one operating system,
6.6 for two, and 9.9 for three. Furthermore, software accessible via a desktop version
was scored at 5, whereas web-based versions were rated at 10 points. This is because the
web-based version does not require advanced hardware and does not need to be installed,
making life easier for the user.

Table 18. Evaluation of the selected features for the availability benchmarking.

Feature Rhino7/Grasshopper® nTopology nTop Altair® Sulis Altair® InspireTM Carbon® Design
Engine Pro

Student version 2 10 10 10 3
Faculty version 2 10 10 10 3

Trial version 6 2 2 1 5
Affordable classroom version 10 5 3 3 1

Updates 7 10 3 6 8
OS * compatibility 6.66 3.33 10 6.66 10

Web-based or desktop-based versions 5 5 5 5 10
∑ 38.66 45.33 43 41.66 40

Total possible 70 70 70 70 70

* Operating system.

Rhino7/Grasshopper® software is available as student and faculty versions, but these
require a license costing EUR 195 each. A classroom version is also available for EUR
975, which includes 30 licenses. A trial version is available for 90 days. The software is
regularly updated and can be used on both Windows® 10 and macOS. nTop is available to
students and faculty without limitations for at least one year. Upon request, the license can
be extended. To do so, an extensive license request form must be completed. A trial version
is available for 30 days, but no classroom versions have been identified. Frequent updates
are available, but the software is only compatible with Windows®. Both software products
from Altair® are available to students and faculty, but classroom versions must be ordered
through a distributor. In contrast to InspireTM, which frequently receives software updates,
Sulis™ is only available in version 1.12, released on 1 December 2022. Both versions are
available for Windows® and macOS, while a Linux version is available for SulisTM only.
Carbon®’s Design Studio Pro is accessible through a browser, making it independent of
users’ hardware and operating systems. However, student and faculty versions may be
limited and available upon request. A trial version is typically valid for 30 days. However,
after contacting support, the license duration was extended to 6 months.
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3.6.4. Performance

The evaluation process is fundamentally dependent on the performance of the selected
software tool. It is crucial to assess both the capabilities of each software tool and the
compatibility with the available hardware. The first three features of the performance
attribute in Table 19 describe the overall hardware requirements of the software tool. The
feature “cloud computing support” is graded on a binary scale. Cloud computing support
is either available or not. For Rhino7/Grasshopper® software, this depends on whether a
plugin is used to offer this functionality. Therefore, a rating of five was given. Among the
investigated tools, only Design Studio Pro offers cloud computing support.

Table 19. Evaluation of the selected features for the performance benchmarking.

Feature Rhino7/Grasshopper® nTopology nTop Altair® Sulis Altair® InspireTM Carbon® Design
Engine Pro

Hardware requirements user 8 4 7 5 10
Calculation times 5 3 9 10 7

Cloud computing support 5 1 1 1 10
Yields expected results 6 8 8 5 10

Yields closed lattice structures 5 8 8 3 9
Can generate strut-based lattice

structures 7 10 10 10 10

Can generate other types of structures 7 10 8 1 10
∑ 43 44 51 35 66

Total possible 70 70 70 70 70

The last four features describe the overall capabilities of the software tools. The
integrity of closed lattice structures is crucial for the functional viability of a design. In
the case of Inspire™, it was not always possible to achieve a closed structure without
gaps. As demonstrated in Sections 3.1–3.5, all programs were capable of producing strut-
based lattice structures. However, not every tool investigated was capable of generating
other lattice types, such as surface-based, Voronoi, or volumetric structures. Inspire™
and Design Engine Pro are limited to strut-based lattice structures. However, Design
Studio Pro can generate more sophisticated structures, such as tetrahedral, icosahedral,
and Kagome structures.

3.6.5. Support

To become familiar with a chosen software tool and handle complex program func-
tionality, such as importing sensor data in the form of point clouds or fields, generating
meshes, exporting certain file formats, or utilizing FEA and TO functionality, additional
information is often necessary. The support attribute is a vital component of information
flow. All the investigated software tools offer different support capabilities (Table 20).

Table 20. Evaluation of the selected features for the support benchmarking.

Feature Rhino7/Grasshopper® nTopology nTop Altair® Sulis Altair® InspireTM Carbon® Design
Engine Pro

Online training 10 8 1 10 10
Webinars 8 9 1 8 10

Knowledge base 10 7 10 8 1
Tutorials 8 8 1 7 4

Video documentation 10 8 7 9 8
Comprehensive user manuals 4 6 8 5 6

Costumer support 7 8 7 6 9
∑ 57 54 35 53 48

Total possible 70 70 70 70 70

Rhino7/Grasshopper® provides a wide range of user forums, such as “Rhinoceros
Forums”, as well as knowledge bases like Food4Rhino. Rhino3D Education also offers a
collection of webinars, video documentation, and user manuals. Because of the extensive
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community of Rhino/Grasshopper® users, there is a wealth of documentation available on
dedicated websites and YouTube. nTopLearn and nTopLive are offered from nTopology to
assist users in getting started. Additionally, nTop provides a knowledge base, engineering
guides, and a wide range of sample parts that can be modified and studied. However, the
nTop YouTube video documentation may only be partially helpful as most of the videos
are posted by nTopology themselves, and the functionality of basic tools often changes
between versions, which can be confusing. Altair® Community and Altair® University
provide content for both SulisTM and InspireTM. The support structure for InspireTM

expands to Altair® LearningTM, KnowledgeBase Articles, online courses, and webinars.
Video documentation on YouTube is also available to assist users. Carbon® offers Carbon
Academy, which includes blogs, case studies, courses, webinars, white papers, and sample
parts for download. Video documentation on YouTube is also available.

3.6.6. Cost

The cost attribute should not be overlooked. As a faculty member or student, it may
be tempting to opt for the free or discounted versions of software packages. However,
obtaining precise pricing information for specific tools often presents a significant challenge.
In this publication, pricing options were only available for two out of the five tools inves-
tigated including Rhino7 and Carbon® Design Engine Pro. The prices of the remaining
tools were determined with the help of community forums and private conversations with
vendors. Due to confidentiality, direct pricing details cannot be disclosed. Therefore, the
benchmark values were approximated and compared to the prices of the software tools
that were known at the time (Table 21).

Table 21. Evaluation of the selected features for the cost benchmarking.

Feature Rhino7/Grasshopper® nTopology nTop Altair® Sulis Altair® InspireTM Carbon® Design
Engine Pro

Initial cost 10 5 5 3 7
Operating cost 10 5 5 3 7
Subscriptions 10 10 10 10 10

Additional tools 10 10 10 5 10
∑ 40 30 30 21 34

Total possible 40 40 40 40 40

Rhino7 is the most affordable tool, priced at EUR 195 per license. This license does
not need to be renewed and remains valid as long as the developer supports the software.
Upgrading to the newer version, Rhino8, costs only EUR 95. Carbon Design Engine Pro is
the second most affordable option, priced at USD 799 per month. All the other tools are
more expensive and therefore achieve lower ratings in the benchmark. All the tools, except
Rhino7, are subject to renewal through a subscription model.

3.7. Final Assessment

The final assessment includes all previously benchmarked attributes in an overall
benchmark. The values of each attribute are summed up to achieve a total of 320 points.
Table 22 shows that Carbon® Design Engine Pro scored the highest with 244 points, fol-
lowed by Altair® SulisTM with 214 points, Rhino/Grasshopper® with 210.66 points, nTop
with 207.33 points, and InspireTM with 192.66 points. Although the difference in points be-
tween Rhino7/Grasshopper® and nTop is relatively small, it is significant in terms of the dis-
tribution of the achieved values. When comparing the end result of Rhino7/Grasshopper®

with that of SulisTM, a similar assumption can be made.
The graphical presentation of the attributes took into account the distribution of points

(Figure 17). To ensure comparability, a compensation factor was created for the three
attributes that have fewer than seven features (see also Table 22). This way, all attributes
are distributed equally, and each can be awarded a maximum of 70 points.
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Table 22. Evaluation of the selected attributes for the overall benchmarking of the investigated
software tools.

Attribute Factor Rhino7/Grasshopper® nTopology nTop Altair® Sulis Altair®

InspireTM
Carbon® Design

Engine Pro

Usability 1.4 20 19 35 25 36
Reliability 3.5 12 15 20 17 20

Availability 1 38.66 45.33 43 41.66 40
Performance 1 43 44 51 35 66

Support 1 57 54 35 53 48
Cost 1.75 40 30 30 21 34

∑ 210.66 207.33 214 192.66 244
Total possible 420 320 320 320 320 320
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Based on this factor, the graphical representation allows for a visual comparison of the
tested software packages, leading to the following assumed classification:

• A low-cost solution, Rino7/Grasshopper® (Figure 17a);
• An all-round solution for experts, nTop (Figure 17b);
• A high-reliability solution, Altair® SulisTM (Figure 17c);
• An all-round solution, Altair® InspireTM (Figure 17d);
• A high-performance solution, Carbon® Design Engine Pro (Figure 17e).

Rhino7/Grasshopper® is a cost-effective option suitable for engineers and designers,
offering a wide range of plugin choices and design freedom. However, it may not be the
optimal choice for users seeking quick solutions to design problems.

Conversely, nTop is particularly well-suited for experts in the field of AM, catering
to specialized design and engineering needs. The software provides various options for
functionally grading lattice topologies based on input greyscale maps and images for
lattice density. It offers a wide range of strut-based and surface-based lattice topologies.
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Furthermore, nTop integrates TO with geometric design and FEA to enable designers and
engineers to create feedback loops for their designs. The additional functionality and the
use of function blocks for building design-based algorithms make nTop less user-friendly
for beginners.

Altair® SulisTM is a reliable and cost-effective solution that offers the necessary func-
tionality to create strut-based, surface-based, and planar lattice structures, as well as simple
surface and geometry offset solutions. Additionally, SulisTM provides enhanced functional-
ity in the flow feature, which can aid in the design of cooling channels or heat exchanger
functionality within parts. This feature makes Sulis an efficient application for metal AM.
However, the possible integration of Sulis into Inspire and the underperforming support
are disadvantages of this software tool.

Altair® InspireTM was originally designed as a parametric CAD application for TO. It
offers good support through Altair®’s own offerings as well as through YouTube. However,
because of the limitations described in Section 3, it may not be the right tool for lattice
structure design just yet.

Carbon® Design Studio Pro outperforms other investigated tools in all categories ex-
cept availability and support. The software is relatively new and was originally designed by
Carbon® to prepare parts for in-house AM machines. Subsequently, it was made available
industry-wide, broadening its user base beyond in-house applications. Design Engine Pro
is a cost-effective solution that performs well and is available through a subscription model.
It is a web-based application, so there is no need for users to invest in expensive hardware.
In addition, the cloud computing service can save time when computing intricate designs
and large, complex parts.

4. Discussion

This paper gives an overview of the application of strut-based lattice structures with
preselected software applications. Some of these are considered parametric CAD tools such
as Rhino7/Grasshopper® and Altair® InspireTM. The other three investigated, including
Altair® SulisTM, nTopology nTop, and Carbon® Design Engine Pro, are categorized as AM
software designed to improve part topology and characteristics, such as density, offering
an optimal weight-to-stiffness ratio from the outset of the design process.

Numerous software tools for formulating lattice structures are available on the market [62].
Selecting and sampling different tools to find the most suitable one for a given situation or
problem is a major task. Therefore, suitable software tools were preselected and investigated
in more detail in Section 3. In the following, CAD tools that were exempt from preselection
or were not even considered before are discussed.

4.1. Applications of Software Tools Exempt from Preselection
4.1.1. Parametric CAD Software Tools

SolidWorks 2023 [63] and Fusion 360 [64] are state-of-the-art CAD tools that are widely
used in the industry. SolidWorks 2023 does not incorporate lattice structure functionality
from the start; however, ref. [29] presents a tailored algorithm implemented into a macro-
program inside the CAD environment of the software itself. Additionally, 3DXpert [65] can
be used as a plugin for SolidWorks 2023 to enable AM functionality with respect to TO,
TPMS, and strut-based lattice structures, texturing, conformal cooling and manifold design,
implicit modeling, and dedicated heat exchanger design application.

Fusion 360 offers volumetric lattice structure capability from the January 2022 release
onward. However, this functionality is incorporated into the Product Design Extension,
which is commercially available for EUR 625/year or via a 7-day trial version. Creating
lattice structures in Autodesk Fusion 360 is streamlined, requiring just a single command.
Since there are only a few prefabricated geometries to choose from and the lattice structure
area refers to a single command, the scope of functions is insufficient for a closer look.
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In Grasshopper®, gradient design of lattice structures and other geometry can also
be implemented using both the basic functionality as well as additional plugins such as
Crystallon [56], Dendro [66], or Intralattice [67].

Crystallon contains a set of tools that break down the steps of creating a lattice structure
in a modular way so that they can be used in different workflows for different applications.
These tools can be used in conjunction with other plugins at any point in the process to
enhance their capabilities. Each tool is an editable cluster made of native Grasshopper®

components that can be modified to meet the user’s needs.
Dendro is a volumetric modeling plug-in for Grasshopper based on the OpenVDB

library. It provides multiple design approaches to wrap points, curves, and meshes as a
volumetric data type and perform Boolean operations. With this plugin, it is possible to
dispense of the use of BReps and meshes, which are often computationally heavy on both
RAM and GPU.

Intralattice is a plugin for Grasshopper used to generate solid lattice structures within
a given 3D design space. Developed at McGill’s Additive Design & Manufacturing Lab-
oratory (ADML), Intralattice is an ongoing project that offers an extensible, open-source
alternative to currently available commercial solutions. The plugin comprises the following
four core modules: (1) the cell module for generating a unit cell of the desired type; (2) the
frame module for creating a lattice wireframe within a specified 3D design space; (3) the
mesh module for converting the wireframe into a solid mesh suitable for export and 3D
printing; and (4) the utility module, which facilitates pre/post-processing tasks like mesh
refinement, reporting, and previewing.

With the help of basic building blocks inside Grasshopper®, it was possible to create a
line attractor setting where the strut radius was gradually increased from the first BCC cell
in Figure 8a (left) to the last (right). The distance between a predefined attractor point and
every vertex of the subsequent base cells was measured, and each connecting line’s pipe
radius was assigned a value between 0.3 and 0.8 mm.

The gradient lattice structure can be formulated using a similar approach as with
Dendro, as shown in Figure 18c. The curves connecting the vertices were divided into
50 equidistant points. A random point was constructed outside the lattice structure, and
the distances between it and all 4079 points of the lattice curves were measured. A list of
distances was compiled. Using the Dendro command, each point was assigned a volume
based on the radial value of a domain between 0.3 mm and 0.8 mm. Finally, the surface
was smoothed using Dendro’s smooth surface command.
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4.1.2. AM Software

Materialise Magics 27 [68] is a popular pre-processing tool for AM specialists. It offers
data format conversion from all standards into STL, 3MF, AMF, PLY, and many more as
well as a wide range of AM vendor and machine presets for easier part preparation and
file transfer to AM machines (build processors). Furthermore, it includes an advanced
repair toolset to facilitate the error-free manufacturing of AM parts. The software offers
basic functionality for constant, non-conformal strut-based lattice structures with base
cell designs such as cross, octet truss, rhombic dodecahedron, and others. Although the
selection of base cells is not very extensive, the software can be used to generate attractive
and, with some limitations (e.g., soft component characteristics, dampening, etc.), functional
components. However, because of these limitations, the software was not subjected to
detailed evaluation in this study.

Specialized lattice structure design software, such as Autodesk® Netfabb [69], places
emphasis on preparing 3D models for AM during the design phase. Like most AM software
applications, they employ strategies such as lightweighting that can be achieved by apply-
ing lattice infills, which reduces material usage and manufacturing time while maintaining
the desired properties and improving manufacturability. For the study of mechanical
performance, applications such as Autodesk® Netfabb offer numerical simulations, TO,
and a library of predefined additive manufacturing materials as well as process parameters
for metal AM such as PBF (SLM, DLMS, and EBM).

4.2. AM of Designed Lattice Structures

The additive manufacturing of lattice structures presents a challenge in the AM
toolchain. Finding suitable AM processes that are able to manufacture strut-based and
surface-based lattice structures can be demanding. These structures are primarily produced
through the LPBF of metals and sometimes polymers, which do not require support
structures. Many AM processes, such as MEX and VPP, are capable of producing strut-based
lattice structures without the need for support structures. However, surface-based lattice
structures may require additional support. It is a fact that for all additive manufacturing
processes, the parts produced differ significantly from the original design models. In many
cases, this behavior is observed in the LPBF of metals [70,71]. As a result, the current
research is focused on predicting and virtually correcting defects in the CAD model prior
to manufacturing by means of numerical simulations and statistical models. This approach
ensures the production of both accurate and mechanically robust parts [70,72]. However,
additional fundamental research needs to be conducted to achieve predictive models that
automatically correct process parameters and help the user achieve the desired mechanical
properties of the manufactured parts.

5. Conclusions

The analysis of the preselected software tools demonstrates that it is advisable to
consider a wide range of features before purchasing highly specialized software, which
can often be very costly. The chosen software tools include parametric CAD software
and AM software. Various manufacturers of software tools and their capabilities were
considered. This allowed for the examination of not only an open CAD program like
Rhino7 with Grasshopper® but also technically complex and innovative tools like nTop and
Design Engine Pro. The investigation focused on preselected applications using defined
sample geometries and computation times. The file size of the exported lattice structures,
as well as general performance and handling, were also evaluated. Benchmarking was
conducted using six attributes, consisting of 32 features in total, to assess and compare all
preselected applications.

The software applications were classified into three categories based on their perfor-
mance and cost as follows: a performance-oriented recommendation of nTop, a low-cost
recommendation of Rhino7/Grasshopper®, and Carbon® Design Engine Pro as the over-
all best-in-class option. Altair® SulisTM and Altair® InspireTM are both capable software
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tools. However, because of the possibility of SulisTM being discontinued or integrated
into InspireTM, it is difficult to make a recommendation at this point. For designers and
engineers, it is crucial to rely on software tools that not only perform well but are also
well-supported. Additionally, InspireTM’s lattice feature, similar to Magic’s Lattice toolbox,
is designed to save material, weight, and cost in a design before sending it to the AM
machine. This feature is basic compared with other tools that implement simulation and
verification functionality, such as FEA and TO.

Regarding the actual additive manufacturing of lattice structures, it is recognized that
the inherent variability in the as-built structures and the deviation from the as-designed
CAD models are important factors for both academic and industrial AM communities.
Future research should aim to bridge the gap between design and manufacturing in AM.
This study intentionally focuses on assessing the basic functionality and performance of
CAD tools for designing lattice structures. The investigation does not cover the post-
production mechanical properties of these designs. Analyzing mechanical performance
and predicting it through FEA requires extensive expertise and resources, which is beyond
the scope of our current research.

In conclusion, it is important to note that the presented findings were based on the
experience of a small group without the support of experts in lattice structure design.
The findings were obtained through extensive engagement with different software tools.
Further research is necessary, and the knowledge of leading experts should be gathered in
the future to facilitate entry into the domain of lattice structure design and design for AM
as a whole. However, these conclusions required significant time and effort to reach and
may be useful to others in the AM community.

This paper’s results will be used to conduct further research into lattice-based sports
equipment design. To accomplish this, Carbon®’s Design Engine Pro will be used to
produce bespoke bike seat pads that meet individual user needs, determined through
pressure mapping during bike fitting.
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